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ABSTRACT: Swine confinement workers, exposed to high levels of organic dust,
present a high prevalence of respiratory symptoms but show only mild lung
inflammation. This contrasts with the intense inflammatory response observed when
naive subjects are exposed to the same environment. Shedding of L-selectin may
regulate the recruitment of inflammatory cells and explain this discrepancy.
Soluble L-selectin (sL-selectin) levels were measured in sera of 36 workers, 35 control

subjects and eight healthy volunteers briefly and repeatedly exposed to swine
confinement buildings. White blood cell counts (WBC) and serum interleukin (IL)-6
levels were measured as markers of systemic inflammation.
Higher concentrations of sL-selectin were found in the sera of workers than in

controls (1452¡62 ng?mL-1 and 872¡25 ng?mL-1, respectively) whereas no differences
were detected before and after acute repeated exposures of exposed volunteers. WBC
were increased after exposure in exposed volunteers but not in workers. Both workers
and exposed volunteers had increased IL-6 serum levels, although it was more
pronounced for the exposed volunteers.
These results support the hypothesis that shedding of L-selectin may downregulate the

inflammatory response to organic dust-contaminated environments and constitute one
mechanism of adaptation to the farm environment.
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Swine confinement buildings (SCB) are heavily
contaminated by organic dusts containing high levels
of bacteria, fungi, endotoxins, and toxic gases [1, 2]. A
brief exposure of healthy naive subjects to SCB results
in an acute and intense pulmonary and systemic
inflammatory response with an increase in neutrophils
in blood, lung, and nasal cavities; other symptoms
include fever, headaches and increased airway reac-
tivity [3, 4]. In contrast, SCB workers exposed daily
to the same environment present a moderate infiltra-
tion of inflammatory cells in the lung and no acute
reactions [5, 6]. This observation could be explained
by a selection process whereby sensitive individuals
leave the work environment. This is however unlikely
since all naive subjects develop an intense inflam-
matory response to SCB exposure; moreover, swine
production units in most countries are family owned
and operated, leaving little room for opting out of
this work place. A more plausible explanation for this
difference between SCB workers and naive subjects
is an adaptation process. SCB workers in family
farms are exposed daily to the environment, even on
weekends, and seldom, if ever, take vacations. The
adaptation process could be similar to what has been
described previously for cotton workers, a pheno-
menon known as "Monday morning chest tightness"
[7, 8], where chest tightness and decrease in lung
functions observed upon re-exposure on Mondays
waned over the following days.

The differences in response between SCB workers
and naive subjects indicate that mechanisms limit-
ing inflammatory responses must be present in SCB
workers. Endotoxin is a major contaminant of SCB
and it has been well documented that repeated
exposure to endotoxin induces a state of tolerance
against its own acute effects [9]. This mechanism of
tolerance involves the downregulation of cell surface
receptors essential for endotoxin signalling pathways
[10] and the subsequent inhibition of inflammatory
mediators.

Another potential mechanism of adaptation is the
regulation of leukocyte recruitment to sites of inflam-
mation. Migration of leukocytes from the systemic
circulation to tissue involves an interaction between
leukocytes and the vascular endothelium. This inter-
action is mediated by the expression of adhesion
molecules on leukocyte surface and vascular epithe-
lium [11, 12]. Synthesis and expression of these
molecules are regulated by a variety of inflammatory
mediators [13]. L-selectin (CD62L), a cell adhesion
molecule expressed by most leukocytes, plays a key
role in the initiation of leukocyte capturing and rolling
on the activated endothelium and thus leukocyte
migration to sites of inflammation [14, 15]. Following
activation, the extracellular portion of the molecule
is shed from the cell surface and enters the blood
circulation. Shedding of L-selectin regulates leuko-
cyte rolling velocity in vivo [16]. Moreover, leukocytes
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from L-selectin-deficient mice have an impaired
homing and migration capacity [17]. A recent study
has shown that inhibition of L-selectin shedding
increases leukocyte adhesion and migration [18]
through the endothelium, indicating the important
role of L-selectin shedding in the downregulation of
leukocyte recruitment at sites of inflammation.

Since SCB workers develop a milder inflammatory
response to their environment than acutely exposed
healthy naive subjects, and since soluble L-selectin
(sL-selectin) decreases inflammatory cell migration,
the authors hypothesized that SCB workers may have
increased levels of sL-selectin. This mechanism could
explain the adaptation process to SCB and potentially
other organic dust contaminated environments. To
investigate this hypothesis, serum levels of sL-selectin
were measured in SCB workers and nonexposed
control subjects and in the serum of healthy volun-
teers before and after a repeated 4-h exposure to SCB.
White blood cell (WBC) counts and serum interleukin
(IL)-6 concentrations were measured as markers of
systemic inflammation.

Material and methods

The study population consisted of 36 nonsmoking
male workers (age 18–55) and 35 sex- and age-
matched nonsmoking controls recruited from hospital
employees. These employees represented a whole
range of professions from doctors to desk clerks and
maintenance people. Workers spent at least 2 h?day-1

in the SCBs and had been employed in the industry
for at least 2 yrs. Workers and controls had no
medical history of chronic diseases, were not on
any medication, and had no signs of recent viral or
bacterial infection (at least 1 month). Workers were
selected from a list of producers provided by the
farmer9s union. They were contacted by phone and
asked to participate. All those solicited accepted. The
workers were then visited by a research nurse, and
an informed consent form, approved by the ethics
committee of the authors institution, was signed.
Controls also signed an approved informed consent.
Blood samples were taken from both the workers and
controls in the morning between 08:00–10:00 h. Blood
samples were kept on ice until processing, which was
done within 2 h of withdrawal. Sera were frozen at
-70uC until analysis for sL-selectin and IL-6 levels.

For the acute exposure experiments, sera from
subjects involved in a previous study [3] were
analysed. In this protocol, eight healthy nonsmoking
and nonatopic male volunteers (age 23–28) never
exposed previously to SCB spent 4 h, at 1-week
intervals in seven different SCB. This time sequence
was justified by the results of previous studies that
showed that the effects of acute exposure were short-
lived [19]. Forced expiratory volume in one second
(FEV1), provocative concentration causing a 20%
fall in FEV1 and forced vital capacity values were
measured before each re-exposure to confirm that they
returned to baseline values. The sera were aliquoted
and kept at -70uC. Blood was collected in the
afternoon on the day of pre-exposure and at the

same time 2 h after each SCB exposure. All exposed
volunteers signed an informed consent approved by
the ethics committee.

Total and differential blood cell counts were
obtained electronically with a cell counter STKS
(Coulter Electronics Ltd, Hialeah, FL, USA) and
serum levels of sL-selectin and IL-6 were measured by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using
commercial kits (R&D systems Inc, Minneapolis,
MN, USA).

Statistical analysis

Mean¡SEM were determined for continuous vari-
ables. Two analyses were performed on the data.
Firstly, comparison between controls and workers.
The statistical analysis used was a one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with a factor representing
the group effect (the comparison between the two
groups). The second analysis compared workers
at baseline and after seven exposures. A repeated
design with sphericity tests was used to analyse
the data. Comparisons were performed a posteriori
using Tukey9s method. The results were considered
significant if p¡0.05.

Results

Workers chronically exposed to SCB had normal
WBC counts, similar to controls and a slight but
borderline significant increase in IL-6 (p=0.05) (fig. 1).
Serum levels of sL-selectin were significantly higher
in workers than in the controls (1452¡62 ng?mL-1

versus 872¡25 ng?mL-1, pv0.0001) (fig. 2).
Exposed volunteers showed a significant increase

in WBC (pv0.0001) and serum IL-6 (p=0.0009) after
each short-term exposure compared to baseline levels
(fig. 3). No differences in sL-selectin levels were
observed between baseline levels and after repeated
short-term exposure of naive volunteers to SCB
(fig. 4, p=0.296). Determination of the serum values
of IL-6 and sL-selectin in the exposed volunteers
was carried out on a separate day and with different
assay kits than the other two groups.

Discussion

In this study, no air analysis was performed in the
SCB visited, however in previous studies the authors
sampled and analysed the air of several SCB in
the Quebec region. and showed that all SCB were
similarly harmful to naive exposed volunteers [19].
Thus, the assumption can be made that most SCB
in this region have a poor air quality. The present
study shows that long-term exposure to swine dust is
associated with high levels of sL-selectin, no increase
in WBC and a slight increase in IL-6. In contrast,
short-term exposures are not associated with increased
levels of sL-selectin; if anything, the trend was to lower
levels. As reported here and shown in many previous
studies, short-term exposures of naive subjects to
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SCB induces an increase in peripheral WBC and
high levels of serum IL-6 and markedly enhances
the number of neutrophils in the nasal passages and
the lungs [3, 20], whereas, although not measured
here, workers do not show intense lung cellular
infiltrations [5, 6]. The differences in sL-selectin
concentrations observed between controls and
exposed volunteers may be due to differences in the
number of individuals (35 versus eight), the time of
blood collection (morning versus afternoon), and
the fact that the assays were performed on different
days. Therefore, no comparison can be made between

exposed volunteers and the other two groups.
Changes in exposed volunteers before and after
exposures to SCB and differences between workers
and controls are only compared here.

The authors believe that the difference in response
to SCB exposure between workers and controls can be
explained, at least in part, by the levels of sL-selectin
in the blood circulation. Shedding of membrane-
bound L-selectin occurs after leukocyte activation.
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Fig. 2. – Concentration of soluble L-selectin in serum from control
subjects (controls, n=35) and swine confinement building workers
(workers, n=36). #: pv0.0001.
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Fig. 3. – Comparison of a) total white blood cell counts (WBC)
and b) serum interleukin (IL)-6 concentrations from eight healthy
exposed volunteers before (h) and after seven 4-h weekly
exposures to swine confinement buildings (q). #: p¡0.0001; }:
p=0.0009.
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Fig. 1. – Comparison of a) total white blood cell (WBC) counts
and b) serum interleukin (IL)-6 concentrations from control
subjects (controls, n=35) and swine confinement building workers
(workers, n=36). *: p=0.05.
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Fig. 4. – Concentration of soluble L-selectin in serum from eight
healthy exposed volunteers before (h) and after seven 4-h weekly
exposures to swine confinement buildings (q).
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As mentioned in the introduction, the mechanisms by
which sL-selectin down-modulates inflammation are
not fully elucidated. Soluble L-selectin could compete
with membrane-bound L-selectin, thus diminishing
leukocyte adhesion to the endothelium and conse-
quently preventing their migration.

Bacterial endotoxin (LPS), a major contaminant of
SCB, induces lung inflammation in healthy subjects
[20, 21]. It has also been reported that the decline in
pulmonary function among workers [22] is associated
with levels of LPS in the SCB environment. LPS
is known to activate inflammatory cells, increase the
production of inflammatory cytokines and chemo-
kines in the lung and is a potent chemoattractant for
neutrophils [8]. LPS is also known to down-modulate
L-selectin expression on the cell surface of polymorpho-
nuclear cells [23–24], and to induce shedding of the
molecule in a dose-dependent manner. In this study,
the high levels of serum L-selectin found in workers
may be a consequence of continuous LPS exposure
and constitute a mechanism of LPS tolerance that
could explain the adaptation of these workers to their
work environments and further support the anti-
inflammatory role of sL-selectin. Further studies are
needed to see if workers exposed to other organic dust
contaminated environments develop similar poten-
tially protective mechanisms. Since swine production
in most countries is evolving from traditional family
operated units, where workers spend a few hours per
day, every day, to that of large scale productions,
where workers work for 4 or 5 8-h days and have
days off, it will be interesting to see if modern workers
will be able to adapt to their workplace. The off days
could result in a loss of the adaptation and pro-
duce similar symptoms as the "cotton dust Monday
morning fever" when they return to work after their
days off.

In conclusion, this study suggests a novel biological
mechanism for swine confinement building workers
adaptation to an organic dust-contaminated work-
place. The findings of this study could be applicable to
a wide range of similar work environments including
dairy barns, sewage processing plants, metal fluid
using workshops, cotton transforming industry, fish
plants, peat moss factories, sawmills, pulp and paper
mills, etc. The hypothesis that adaptation may be
lost, or at least be less efficient, when work condi-
tions permit days off from exposure to contaminated
environments is also raised here.
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